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Dear Mr Kaai,

I am writing to you once more on behalf of ICDP - The Industry Coalition for Data Protection* in light of the
upcoming DAPIX meeting of 5-6 February 2015, which will continue discussions on the one stop shop mechanism
(055).

As you know, ICDP has been a committed supporter of a meaningful one stop shop mechanism that allows
companies to deal with only a single privacy regulator no matter how many Member States they operate within, and
face one decision and one outcome.

We welcome improvements put forward by the Latvian Presidency and would like to offer some thoughts on the
questions that will be discussed this week.

Definition of the main establishment

ICOP supports the full inclusion of processors into the one stop shop mechanism.

We are concerned that the proposal seemingly confuses the issue of processor liability and the one stop shop
mechanism.

While we agree that the current system of allocation of responsibility and liability between controllers and
processors should remain untouched and continue to be based on contractual or other legally binding relations
between the controller and processors, this issue should be considered independently from the one stop shop
mechanism (within the framework of discussions on Article 77).

It is important to underline that the one stop shop mechanism is broader than just establishing non-compliance
and potentially sanction organizations. It also encompasses authorization and approval measures and other
interactions. Therefore, it seems hardly justifiable that processors are taken out from the scope of the one stop
shop mechanism.

It has been our consistent view that the definition of the main establishment should be based on a common set of
objective criteria for processors and controllers, allowing for the selection of the undertaking or the entity within
the group of undertaking, which would be best placed to ensure compliance with the one stop shop decision across
the EU.

This is especially important in the intercompany context, where actions are often centrally provided by a parent
company and globally rolled-out to the subsidiaries. Although the decision to implement an activity is taken from a
central location (i.e. parent company), this parent company will often act as a processor and not as a controller for
the subsidiaries. However, in such a scenario, the parent company would be the best placed to ensure compliance
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with the one stop shop mechanism and ensure that its subsidiaries consistently implement any activities in
compliance with applicable law.

Furthermore, based on the existing practice, for example in the BCRmodel, this could include the undertaking's
headquarter in the EU, the location of the entity within the group with delegated data protection responsibilities; or
the location of the entity within the group, which is best placed to deal with and enforce the rules of the Regulation
as well as the decisions taken by the competent OPA. Indeed, the European Parliament also suggested to follow this
well-established model for selecting the most relevant establishment.

ICOP has also been consistent in arguing that one stop shop should be extended to those processors and
controllers who are not established in the EU, to whom, however, the rules of the Regulation intend to cover.
Given that the representative of such entities is ex~.~llg~i\..r£i!.lfg~~ Wi~he
Regulation and could be also subject to sanctions, ~~'iW~y supervIsory authority
may be competent and as such they are excluded from the benefits of the legislation, such as the one stop shop.

Definition of concerned DPAs

ICOPwelcomes improvements suggested by the Latvian Presidency. We agree that the aim should be to keep the
number of participants to a level where efficient cooperation is still possible and filter the cases that may be dealt
with in the consistency mechanism or by the Board. Such quantitative and qualitative filters are important to keep
the workload of the Board at a manageable level and ensure effective and efficient functioning of the system.

ICDP thus supports the more narrow definition of "concerned" DPA proposed by the Presidency under Article 4.
However, we wish to note an inconsistency between Article 4 and Article 51 (la) as we believe the concept of "only"
is missing from Article 4. This is important as a OPA should only be engaged if it is the lead OPA, has received a direct
complaint or the case substantially impacts data subjects "only" within its Member State.

We also welcome the qualitative and quantitative triggers proposed for escalation, though the definition of
"serious and reasoned objection" may need to be further crystalized.

Local and transnational cases

ICOP continues to take the view that for all cases that are not only of a local nature, the one-stop-shop principle
should apply and the lead authority should be responsible.

We, therefore, support the proposal that the lead OPA shall always be informed about local cases and could request
to deal with such cases invoking the one stop shop mechanism.

However, we are concerned by the definition put forward on transnational processing, which suggest to keep the
threshold of cases benefiting from the one stop shop mechanism at a considerably high level. It is our view, that the
possibility to benefit from the one stop shop mechanism should be available every time when the case is not
exclUSively of local nature. As such, it should be available not only if the controller or processor have multiple
establishments, or the processing "substantially affects" data subjects "only" in another Member State, but every
time that the processing is related to offering of goods and services across the EU from the main establishment.

In this sense, while local cases may be more numerous in practice, from a one stop shop perspective, these cases
should remain the exception rather than the rule.

Accordingly, ICOP remains concerned about the retention of Article 61 in the text. Such a procedure was originally
introduced to provide a mechanism for local OPAs to take action when the lead OPA felt it was unable to do so.
However, in light of the introduction of sufficient safeguards within the escalation procedures to the EOPB, such
cases can be resolved other than on a local urgency basis. Retaining the ability for local OPAs to invoke urgency
creates a considerable departure from the consistency mechanism and creates uncertainty for businesses as to the
procedures that will be followed in particular cases.
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Unpredictable adoption of decisions

We would like to recall that the very essence of a one stop shop mechanism is one consistent interpretation of the
legal requirements, based on one decision.

This very fundamental pillar is brought into question by the proposal that decisions shall take effect depending on
the outcome of the evaluation of a given case, potentially in multiple Member States.

While we have always acknowledged the need to ensure "proximity to the citizens", it is essential that such
arguments do not lead to an unmanageable, inconsistent and unpredictable system that only a very few
organisations can manage i•• practice, those disposing considerable resources to cover related legal costs.

In this sense, we believe that the practically obligatory involvement of the DPA of the complainant in the decision
making process is a very substantial step in ensuring that the interest of the data subjects are appropriately taken
into consideration.

However, we would like to underline that the current EU acquis do not provide sufficient protection against multiple
parallel court proceedings and the resulting widely divergent interpretation and outcome.

Scope of EDPB Revisions

As previously noted, ICDPsupports a one stop shop mechanism where the lead DPA, together with those other DPAs
involved, come to an agreement on a final decision, which should take effect in one place. However, we accept that
there may be situations where it may be justified that such decision is adopted at EU level decision.

Regardless of whether the decision is ultimately taken at Member State or EU level, it is essential that such decision
is all-encompassing, providing an exhaustive evaluation to the case in question, taken by one body and enforceable
in a consistent way across the EU. As per the above, it is imperative that the system is not only available to the most
resourceful companies, but organization of all size can benefit from it. For this, predictability, legal certainty and
consistency is essential.

Functioning of the EDPB

ICDP supports the approach suggested whereby only a robust 2/3 majority may overrule the decision taken by the
most concerned DPAs (Le. the lead and the other DPAs involved).

However, we caution against the introduction of a fallback position requiring only a simple majority as we believe
that not achieving a 2/3 majority should be considered a decision in of itself.

Procedural Safeguards

We wish to reiterate that it is essential to ensure the impartiality and objectivity of the proceedings, including the
effective exercise of procedural rights. We therefore welcome the proposed changes, introduced for example in
Recital 99 and in Article 53(2), noting that the exercise of powers conferred on the supervisory authority shall be
subject to appropriate safeguards including effective judicial remedy and due process.

*Members of Industry Coalition for Data Protection (ICDP)
ICDP is comprised of 20 associations representing thousands of European and international companies who are building,
delivering, and advancing the digital experience. Members of ICDPinclude: ACT I The App Association, American Chamber of
Commerce to the EU (AmCham EU), BSA I The Software Alliance (BSA), Computer and Communications Industry Association
(CCIA), European coordination committee of the radiological, Electromedical and Healthcare IT Industry (COClR),
DIGITALEUROPE,European Association of Communications Agencies (EACA), E-Commerce Europe, European Digital Media
Association (EDiMA), European Multi-channel and Online Trade Association (EMOTA), European Publishers Council (EPC),
European Internet ServicesProviders Association (EuroISPA),Federation of European Direct and Interactive Marketing (FEDMA),
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